Razer Ornata V3

We open on a top view of a black keyboard resting amongst an all-black gaming setup.

As the text appears, the Razer Ornata V3 suddenly comes to life as colorful Razer Chroma RGB lighting floods the entire keyboard.

The camera zooms into the keyboard and enters a psychedelic wormhole, before popping out into colorful, futuristic dimension.

Now in its natural gaming habitat, the keyboard rotates to show off its slim side profile.

The camera zooms in closer as its measurements are displayed.

A line slides up from the keyboard’s base to the keycaps.

The camera floats from the side of the keyboard across its keys, as they actuate furiously with a satisfying clicky sound.

One of the keys dissembles into an exploded view, as we see the internals of the switch.

The camera zooms to the base of the switch, as it actuates once again to highlight the tactile, clicky feedback.

The camera pulls out slightly as the keycap and switch reassemble, before a purple layer of protective energy forms around the keycap.

The camera follows the purple energy as it travels across the rest of the keycaps, coming to rest on 4 media keys on the top right of the keyboard—designed for convenient control of your entertainment.

The camera soars across the keyboard to show off its bright, multi-colored Razer Chroma RGB lighting.

We pull out to a wider view of the keyboard floating in its colorful, futuristic dimension, as it sends out shockwaves of RGB that cause the environment to glow even brighter.

The camera rotates to a head-on shot of the keyboard in all its RGB glory.

Powered by Razer Chroma RGB
In a series of quick cuts, the keyboard’s lighting shifts from green, to blue, to purple—causing its environment to change color accordingly.

The camera zooms in to the keyboard’s wrist rest, as an invisible pressure highlights its soft texture and feel.

Text appears: Magnetic Soft-Touch Wrist Rest

As the wrist rest snaps back into place on the keyboard, the camera pulls out into a psychedelic wormhole and takes us back to a real-world gaming setup, where the keyboard’s RGB lighting continues to glow.


Text appears: Razer Ornata V3

Razer logo appears.

Razer Chroma RGB logo appears.